SÄLZER Steel Gates
Individual Security

Proteting Lives and Property. Worldwide.

Steel Gates – Reliable Day-to-Day
Gates have to protect the gateways against
unauthorized access as well as to assure
smooth flow of the traffic.
SÄLZER steel gates prove themselves dayby-day.
They are weatherproofed, even under
constant load they are extremely robust as
well easy to use, independent of the gate
size!

Every SÄLZER security steel gate is individual designed and
produced based on the special requirements of the customer,
because individual security needs require individual solution.
There is almost no loss in the vertical clearance and width
because of the narrow framework. Of course all gates have
corresponding gate drives.
SÄLZER security steel gates offer not only the maximum of
security but also an unlimited range of designs and colors!

SÄLZER security steel gates offer not only the maximum of
security but also an unlimited range of designs and colors:
Swinging gates
Sliding gates
Folding gate
Gates with bars
Single or double and with sectional door available.

Galvanized, primed, powder coated or painted. Cladded with
various materials such as wood, stainless steel, bronze and
more.

Protecting Lives and Property. Worldwide.

Economical, Robust and Secure
Protection Categories
Forced entry and break out resistance on request.
Bullet resistance according to DIN EN 1522+1523
up to FB7 NS.
Blast resistance according to customer requirements.
Ram protection according to customer requirements.

SÄLZER steel gates can be combined for an optimal vehicle
separation as sally ports with a second steel gate or with a grill
gate.

Drive and Control System
Different electro-hydraulic and electro-mechanic drives can be
chosen.
The control system of the gate can be integrated into the
general facility management system.

Easy access by the sectional door.

Double sliding gate, roller rail on the top.

SÄLZER GmbH
Dietrich-Bonhoeffer-Str. 1-3
35037 Marburg
Germany
Tel: +49 (0) 6421 938-100
Fax: +49 (0) 6421 938-190
info@saelzer-security.com
www.saelzer-security.com

SYSTEM SÄLZER®
Combined protection
For more than 40 years SÄLZER has led the industry in
the development and technology of forced entry, bullet,
fire and blast resistant building components.
Each of our products is subject to a strict internal and
external quality management.
Please ask for additional brochures about our further
products: windows, facades, doors, gates, guard houses,
partition walls, access control, barriers, bollards,
accessory components etc.

Spectacular test videos:
youtube.com/user/saelzersecurity

Latest informationen:
facebook.com/saelzer.marburg
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